The floor is covered with rubber matting to prevent slipping, but low heeled shoes are a necessity. You may find yourself on or close to the floor a good part of the time. Washable, casual clothing is recommended.

We encourage all family members to attend. Your family and puppy/dog will benefit if all receive the same information and training instructions. Children who want to come are welcome, and are often the best trainers, but please don’t make children come.

If your puppy/dog is not feeling up to par on class night, please leave him or her at home, but you should attend to keep up with class material.

If the weather is bad, training classes will not be held. If you are unsure, call 774-249-1956 after 4:00PM on class day for information. A make up class will be scheduled.

**DRIVING DIRECTIONS**

From Route 495, take the Rt 111 exit 28 to Boxboro/Harvard. Coming from the south, at the end of the ramp go straight across Rt 111 at the traffic light directly into the driveway for 1526 Mass Ave. Coming from the north, turn right at the end of the ramp, cross over 495, and turn right at the traffic signal into the driveway for 1526 Mass Ave.

From Rt 2 west, after the Concord rotary, take the left exit onto Rt 111, follow across Rt 27 and continue to the traffic light at Rt 111 and 495. Turn left at the light into the driveway for 1526 Mass Ave.

Please park in the area in front of the house or along the side of the driveway, not in front of the barn/training center, which is reserved for the homeowners’ use.

**ALL PUPPIES/DOGS MUST BE UP TO DATE ON IMMUNIZATIONS—INCLUDING KENNEL COUGH. A VETERINARIAN’S STATEMENT VERIFYING INOCULATIONS MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE FIRST CLASS.**
INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS

YGRC Post-Grad Training
(Doreene Marchesseault) 508-485-4919
774-249-1956
decondoe1@verizon.net

(Christie Marchesseault) 860-634-7443
suncrestgoldens@yahoo.com

This course continues the "manners and citizenship" education begun in puppy kindergarten. Using some agility, rally, and obedience skills and equipment, we work toward readiness for the American Kennel Club Canine Good Citizen title. Not competitive obedience or ring training, this is a unique opportunity to further your knowledge of effective communication and socialization of your Golden Retriever.

Classes are designed for varying age dogs, and will help you to successfully socialize, raise, and train your Golden Retriever.

ALL PUPPIES AND DOGS MUST BE UP TO DATE ON IMMUNIZATIONS—INCLUDING PARVOVIRUS AND KENNEL COUGH. A VETERINARIAN’S STATEMENT VERIFYING INOCULATIONS MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE FIRST CLASS.

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED.